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vCard VCF To CSV Converter Software is a straightforward piece of kit that, as the name suggests, enables you to
create CSV files from VCF items. It comes packed with standard options that can be seamlessly set up by all types
of users, regardless of experience. The installation procedure is quick and does not require special attention from
the user. Its interface is represented by a regular window with an intuitive structure, where you can add VCF files
to the list using either the file browser or drag-and-drop support. Unfortunately, batch processing is not supported
in the unregistered version of the app. As far as settings are concerned, it is possible to filter content by names,
addresses, email and phone numbers, choose the format type between regular CSV and Gmail compatibility mode,
pick the separator between tab, semicolon, comma and comma-space, as well as create a separate CSV file for
each VCF item, or just one CSV from all files. Last but not least, you can enable inclosed mode with double quotes,
as well as remove CRLF (Carriage Return/Linefeed). The simple-to-use program does not a put a strain on
computer performance, as it runs on low CPU and RAM. It finishes a conversion job in reasonable time and did not
hang, crash or pop up error dialogs in our testing. However, its limited options do not justify the pricing. Other apps
offer the same functionality free of charge. Read more Call Support +1-855-599-1655 Free Trial Learn more Free
Trial Easy VCF to Csv Converter This VCF to Csv Converter Free Download can turn your address book into a list of
names and numbers that you can export to a CSV file. Just drop your contacts into any of the options above, and
export as a CSV. You can save your file to the desktop, or even open it in Excel. After you've got your CSV, save it
to your computer with a click of a button. Fully-Featured VCF to Csv Converter Easy VCF to Csv Converter performs
100% without mouse-clicks or custom software. Import VCF Files, Convert Them to CVS Files with Limitless
Options. Windows, Mac, Linux - VCF to Csv Free Converter Works With All Platforms. Resize, Split, Separate
Contacts, Edit Names - All With Just a Click.
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Convert vCard to CSV,Excel,Google Spreadsheet,SQL Server,PostgreSQL,.Easy to use,Install the program. Drag and
drop the files in the program to make CSV. Download Now Related Software vCard VCF To CSV Converter.zip: With
vCard VCF To CSV Converter you can convert vcard to CSV file format without any coding and programming skills.
And it can convert multiple vcard files to CSV at the same time. It can convert Outlook vCard formats to various file
formats such as CSV, Excel, Google spreadsheet,SQL, PostgreSQL, etc. GetAccoud.exe: This program will read the
contacts from the Outlook contacts folder, export it into the specified file format and organize the contact data into
categories. Once your contacts are ready, it will provide a CSV file to import into your preferred email applications
for easy access and further processing. Outlook - Export VCF to Google Spreadsheet: This program will export all
the contacts into CSV (Comma Separated Values) or Excel file format. It also permits you to specify the fields you
want to export and the corresponding column position. * Export VCF to CSV/Excel/Google Spreadsheet Export
Contacts From Outlook to CSV Files: This software helps you to export all the contacts (no matter Outlook, Outlook
Express, Thunderbird, and Outlook for Mac) to a Google spreadsheet or a CSV file (.CSV). You can save your data in
as many formats as you like - in CSV, Excel, Google spreadsheet, or SQL database formats. Outlook to CSV Import
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Tool: This tool can help you to import all the contacts from Outlook into CSV format. You can choose the specific
fields to be imported based on the columns in the CSV file. Moreover, you can export the data into Excel, Google
spreadsheet, and SQL database formats. Import Microsoft Outlook contacts into CSV: Import all Microsoft Outlook
contacts to a CSV, Excel, Google spreadsheet or SQL database file. Additionally, you can export the contacts as a
CSV file for email import or ZIP file containing all contacts in one file. MS Outlook Import to CSV & Excel: Easily
import all your contacts from Outlook in a CSV or Excel format. No need to do import in CSV format, one easy click
to import to Excel format. Any contact information such as name, addresses, emails, and phone numbers will be
imported. Outlook 3a67dffeec
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The program converts vCard VCF files into CSV format, compatible with Excel, Google Docs, etc. In addition, you
can create multiple CSV files with the help of this program or merge several vCard VCF to create one file. By using
this program, you will be able to process hundreds of thousands of records simultaneously. Its fast and easy to
use, so it is suitable for everybody. It automatically detects available space for saving files. It is suitable for PC and
Mac operating systems. Publisher: Anna Yarygina Last updated on: 13.10.2013 Platform: Win XP/Vista/7/8 License:
Shareware (Free to Try) File size: 139 MB Price: $39.00 vCard VCF to CSV Converter Pro - advanced version. vCard
VCF To CSV Converter Pro is an advanced variant of the previous program. With this version, the user is provided
with more options, including compatibility with two other popular file formats - HTML and XML. Just like vCard VCF
To CSV Converter Software, this Windows program is easy-to-use, as it has a clean and intuitive interface that does
not require special attention from the user. The only thing to note is that you cannot convert the records to HTML
format for further import to MS Outlook or Microsoft Excel. However, the conversion process is fast and does not
slow down your computer. The tool is also suited for computers with CPU cores ranging from 1.5 GHz to 6 GHz, as
well as RAM with the capacity of 1 GB or more. vCard VCF to CSV Converter Pro has limited settings, which are
available in the form of sliders for each and every setting. Thus, it is possible to adjust the amount of data to be
converted and saved, the format of the output file, as well as the amount of rows that are processed in a batch
(1-1000 records). Last but not least, you can enable inclosed mode with double quotes, as well as remove CRLF
(Carriage Return/Linefeed). This program does not have as many options as its counterpart. Moreover, its price
makes it a bit more expensive than other similar products. If you need a versatile tool that can merge several
vCard VCF files into a single format, try vCard VCF to CSV Converter Software or vCard VCF to CSV Conver

What's New In?
- Automatically convert vcard files to a standard.csv format. - Create vcard files from Contacts in Gmail. Filter/invert vcard fields - as many as you want! - 5 second search, Convert vcards from Outlook, Lotus,
Thunderbird or other Microsoft software. - Easy to use: just drag and drop vcf file into the application window. Manage your contacts and address book, from personal contacts to your company contacts. - Sort, select and
export them to.csv files. - Inclosed quotes support and CSV generator. - Export all contacts to Google Drive. - Add
";", "," and "Tab" as separator between fields. - Reworked rating system. vCard Converter 2.2.10.21 vCard
Converter allows you to convert vCard files in any popular program. The main advantage of this vCard converter
application is its ability to convert vCard files from Microsoft Outlook to PCL5 Files (different than CSV format).
vCard Converter is the professional solution to convert vCard files fast. If you are looking for a way to convert
vCard files to CSV format, then try out vCard Converter for Windows. That's it. You're done. vCard Converter is a
handy vCard converter application that lets you convert files with a snap. The program has a intuitive interface
that is clearly laid out and easy to understand. It doesn't require any technical knowledge to use it. It's simple. It's
easy. Just drag and drop your files into the application window. vCard Converter for Windows works with any kind
of vCard file - vCard files created from Microsoft Outlook, Lotus Notes, Thunderbird, Palm Desktop, Eudora, or any
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other program that creates.vcf files. It's a powerful vCard converter application that allows you to convert.vcf files
to PCL5 format,.csv,.txt,.xml, and other formats that you can specify. vCard Converter 6.0.5 vCard Converter lets
you convert vCard files with ease. You can create or import a vCard file from multiple browsers, program, email or
on Facebook. Besides converting files with ease, you can also choose to export your contacts to CSV, HTML, TXT,
PDF or other formats. The interface is simple and straightforward. However,
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System Requirements For VCard VCF To CSV Converter Software:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP Home or Pro CPU: 1.2GHz Processor Memory: 1GB RAM Hard Disk: 18MB available
space Game: 8MB free disk space Output: VGA compatible video card, 256MB or above DirectX: Version 9.0c
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Additional Notes: • If you wish
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